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Introduction To America's Secret Industry  

America’s Secret industry started as an aggressive overt threat from China that resulted in an 

illicit memorandum of understanding between Confederates in Congress, United States Navy, 

and the Chinese Communist Party, whereby to avoid war with China, America agreed to look the 

other way (“Omertà”), while the confederacy – still in existence— hunt, trap, and export negro 

men to supply China with dark human meat to eat for China’s cannibals. However, over 

generations, American Kleptocrats emerged, and profiteers grew America’s Secret Industry into 

an International Crime Syndicate, (“Mafia Cult,” “Mob”) currently headed by Xi Jinping and 

Xi’s Prefect, U.S. District Judge Analisa Nadine Torres. The primary targets of Omertà are still 

negro men; but the pool of available dark meat does not meet demand, so Torres industrialized 

human meat by ancestry. Torres has also developed a pipeline of human crop, fertilized human 

eggs (zygotes), by creating and industrializing a system called Pet Bridegroom Romance (PBR).  

 

 

Pet Bridegroom Romance (PBR) is coerced or forced “romance” between a negro male captured 

by the Mob and a mafia sex worker that results in a marriage ceremony. In addition to PBR 

being used to produce human crop for sale, it also serves as incentive for mafia sex workers. Sex 

workers obtain a pet bridegroom by bidding on the male captive, the successful bidder is 

required to murder the captive’s wife, girlfriend, or sweetheart, in order to help cultivate pet 

bridegroom. Marriage is the means by which Omertà controls the slave; the captive’s marriage 

oath is an oral chain. Marriage helps disguise the fact that the male has been taken captive a 

slave. Elopement is usually given as the reason a man disappears and reappears with a woman 

unknown to his family by his side. Marriage also makes it easier to transport resisting slaves. If 

the slave attempts to escape, the attempt is couched as domestic violence, providing cover for 

Omertà law enforcement to arrest and discipline the slave without anyone questioning. PBR 

households are allotted children, who are also owned by Omertà. In the event a slave does 

escape, he can be located under the guise that the slave owes a child support debt.  
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An alternate scenario, which was the case in Uvalde Texas, is to murder or injure the captive’s 

family and make it appear that the target is the perpetrator, thereby justifying law enforcement 

taking the target into custody or killing the target in plain sight under the guise that the captive 

was a public threat. The criteria for targeting pet bridegrooms are that he be retainable, that is he 

is coercible by the Mob. Pet bridegroom candidates that cannot be coerced are murdered by the 

mob. 

 

 

Pet bridegroom targets are typically travelers, strangers, homeless or transients— individuals 

who won’t be missed or whose families don’t have resources to make a big fuss if their loved 

one goes missing. Couples are also targeted as Omertà has concluded that men in relationships 

provide a better return on investment as they are easier to acclimate to the PBR household 

arrangement after their real family is murdered. 

 

 

Fake shelters, fake churches, fake free clinics, fake charities, fake vacation resorts have also been 

established by the Mob to help trap people. Targets are marked, tailed, lured by sex, and trapped. 

Trapping usually involves tranquilizer darts so the victim can’t fight or escape; or darts filled 

with heroin so that the victim can be transported, without question, to the Mob’s cooperating 

Hospital Emergency Rooms under the guise that the person injected themselves and overdosed; 

overdose is also a typical reason given for an Omertà induced death.  

 

 

Once in custody of America’s Secret Industry: Cooperating Hospitals, Law Enforcement 

Detention Centers, Prisons, School Dorms (“Omerta”), captives who are not butchered and used 

as cannibal food, are forced to stud, and produce zygotes, which are developed for food and 

exported around the world, or they are exported for illicit medical research. Kiev, Ukraine is a 

primary destination for targets used in illicit medical research. The primary targets of these 

exports, again, are negro descendants of African slaves, but thanks to United States District 

Court Judge Analisa Nadine Torres, other ancestries have been industrialized. 

 

 

In cases where families do make a fuss, Torres has industrialized an entire apparatus to quell and 

or eliminate family opposition while still making a profit for Xi Jinping’s Mob. Omertà’s clean-

up operation involves the target’s family being murdered via pay-per-view death match and 

cannibalized. Deceased family members’ social security numbers and identities, and even their 

jobs, are sold to people desiring to migrate to America who already work for Omertà or are 

willing to work for Xi Jinping’s syndicate.  

 

 

America’s Secret Industry is funded by Kleptocrats in Congress via Earmarks under which job 

order numbers (JONs)are established for Xi Jinping. Omertà Clean-up Operation JONs are 

currently allocated by Merrick Garland, Attorney General of United States. Before Garland 

became Attorney General, He was Omertà and he still is The President of the United States signs 
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off on the appropriations. However, Former President Donald Trump could not be herded by 

America’s Secret Industry, so then President Donald Trump became a target of America’s Secret 

Industry’s attacks. The choreographed insurrection on January 6th was paid for by Xi Jinping. 

 

 

BRIEF HISTORY OF AMERICA’S SECRET INDUSTRY 

The confederates lost the war, but they did not stop fighting, they joined forces with Chinese 

Communist Party and defected but remained on American soil securing positions of public trust 

from which they and their descendants could spy on America for China and divert America’s 

resources to China for American Kleptocrats to absorb. The confederates set up shop in the 

judicial branch of government, taught their kids to hate and disguise hate, and from there they 

spread. Generations later, Xi Jinping General Secretary of Chinese Communist party heads a 

sophisticated international crime syndicate comprised of rogue members of congress, judiciary, 

bar, and others occupying positions of public trust in America; funded by earmarks.” Many 

sitting on the bench, in police and sheriffs’ offices and other positions of public trust are Omerta, 

and a supermajority in congress are kleptocrats and spies. 
 

 

AMERICA’S SECRET INDUSTRY MODUS OPERANDI 
 

GENERAL 

• Follows the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Model 

o Obtain political power, and positions of public trust  

o Take and grow power one position at a time 

o Use the resources of positions obtained to gain power 

o Expands Network Through Nomination Process 

FINANCIAL 

• Taxpayer Dollars in the form of Government Pork, Grants, Non-Competes(i.e. GSA Schedule)  

• Kleptocrat misuse of the United States government classification system to hide taxpayer 

funded Mob operations and kleptocracy. 

• Use of Legitimate Companies To Legalize Criminal Enterprise & Finance Guerrilla Operations  

• Lurk In Patent Office, Steal Inventions For Patent Credit, Murder Inventor & Obtain Financing Via 

Stolen Patents. 

TACTICAL 

• United States Divided Into Mafia Grids 

• U.S. Military tactics used on U.S. Civilian Population 

o Reconnaissance 

o U.S. Military Reources Used To Attack Civilians on U.S. Soil 

▪ Fort Campbell Training 
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▪ Fort Campbell Black Hawk Helicopters 

 

o Military Style Assaults 

▪ Highly Trained in Weapons, Mixed Martial Art; Adept with Hatchets and Knives 

▪ Squads of various size (5-50) descend on unwitting individuals and families 

backed by mob police  

• Assailants check-in with Mob Governors, and Mob Police when they enter a jurisdiction other 

than their own.  

• Element of Surprise 

• Use of Sex to Lure 

• Use of Darts to Disable 

• Choreograph Crime Clean up (i.e. mob Police) 

• Kleptocrat misuse of the United States government classification system 

 

MOST VULNERABLE LOCATIONS 

• States Where Governor is Omerta or Mob Member 

• Locations where Police Chiefs and Sherriff’s are Omerta or Mob Members 

• Jurisdictions where at least 3 Omerta or Mob judges are sitting on the bench 

• Jurisidictions where the court clerk and/or court executive are Omerta or Mob Members 

 

 


